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the road to

glory
Be inspired, by the
achievements of these
four Aussie athletes
who are going for
Gold at the upcoming
Comonwealth Games.
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The Commonwealth Games 2010 Delhi is almost upon us. It’s the 19th Games to
be held and right now athletes from 72 Commonwealth nations are doing their final training
preparations and Delhi is frantically making ready the various venues for the seventeen sports.
The opening ceremony is set to catapult Delhi into the limelight on 3 October
for the two-week competition. We ask four athletes who will be proudly marching
behind the Aussie flag, to share with us their personal journey to Delhi.

Geoff Huegill has a lot on his plate, and it isn’t pizza! Since his swimming comeback
in 2008 and his mammoth weight loss of 40kg, he is a man in demand. Not only is he preparing
to compete in the Commonwealth Games, but out of the pool Geoff swaps Speedos for a suit
to work his own business, Be-Your-Best. ‘I really appreciate going from the pool, putting on a
suit and going to work every day, although I do miss having a one and a half hour sleep straight
after training!’
For the past 18 months Geoff has continued his work as ambassador for the Fitness
First Initiative for Teenagers (FFIT) program, which is part of a national campaign to get
young people active and health aware. Armed with his Olympian status and his own
personal journey of transformation, Geoff is using this opportunity to ‘give back to the
community’ and impart some of his knowledge and inspiration.
And inspiration is exactly what the Fitness First ‘New You’ Awards Program is all
about. Geoff will take his pew on the judge’s panel for the second year running to help
select the winning members who have made significant changes to their health and
lifestyle through fitness. And who better to judge than someone who has also climbed
back on the wagon?
Geoff is enthusiastic and making the most of his second chance. ‘Coming back, I
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appreciate it for what it is. I guess ten years ago I used to take things for granted and
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catch more
Games action
on an led tv
Geoff and Casey’s clothing supplied by Emporio Armani

Movies, the internet and
notebook content come to
life in your lounge room with
Toshiba’s new XL700A LED
TV. Offering advanced picture
quality, luxurious design and
innovative interactive features,
Toshiba home entertainment
takes on a new dimension in
connectivity. The internet is
instantly accessible with WiFi
adaptor which turns your TV
into IPTV. You can even access
YouTube™ with the hot-key
allowing you to view and share
video content with friends and
family. There’s no better way
to ensure you’ll never miss a
beat of Delhi 2010.
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For more details dive in to www.mytoshiba.com.au
Toshiba is a proud sponsor of the 2010 Australian Commonwealth Games Team
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“I try not to fear
anything I try
and focus on
trusting our
preparation to
ensure that we
are set up for
whatever gets
thrown at us”
– casey eastham

obviously being in my early 20s as well that’s
exactly how life is, you don’t appreciate
anything or respect anyone’. Today, his purpose
for swimming is not about the medal tally, although
winning Gold is high on any competitors list, but
about doing his part for society and ‘walking the walk
and talking the talk’ to promote his own business.
When asked if he would be on his way to Delhi
if he hadn’t taken a break from swimming, Geoff
is quick to respond ‘no, without a doubt! After
living with a strict routine for such a long time, I
needed a mental break. But it’s not until you realise
how good that routine was and the benefit of that
routine, that you start to appreciate it again’.
Fired up and looking forward to mingling
with the other Australian athletes, Geoff wears
not only the Aussie colours to Delhi but proudly
acts as an official FOXTEL Sports Ambassador
alongside three other successful and popular
sporting stars. ‘Joining FOXTEL as one of their
official Sports Ambassadors is a fantastic role in
an already extraordinary 18 months’ says Geoff.
‘I can’t wait for Delhi’.

But her biggest sacrifice has been moving over to
Perth to train with the Hockeyroos. The difficulty
lies in ‘being away from my family for long periods
of time. Some family members I won’t see until
Christmas and I love my family and enjoy spending
time with them’.
Casey believes it’s not just raw talent that
makes a brilliant player at international level. ‘It
requires a lot of mental strength, further developed
through gruelling training sessions’ she says.
‘Coaching I think has a lot to do with it, because a
good coach can identify strengths and weaknesses
in your game and improve and develop these. It’s
the difference between becoming a good player at
international level and becoming a great player at
international level’.
Curious about whether she feels any
pressure as a result of comments from her
coach, Frank Murray, who said publicly that
she has the potential to become one of the
world’s best players, Casey says it’s not Frank
that she feels the pressure from, but the
media and public that have latched onto his
comment. ‘It does make it a lot more difficult
when you are a senior, more experienced
player because you know you have to step up
and lead by example and if you have a bad
game, you feel like you let a lot of people down,’
she explains.
Set to play for Australia in her first
Commonwealth Games, Eastham says she is
‘absolutely looking forward to it’. Her cousin has a
place on the athletics team so she is excited to be
sharing the experience with him.

CASEY EASTHAM is living her dream. The
21-year-old Hockeyroo midfielder was named
2009 International Young Player of the Year. She
is thrilled to be awarded this title, and simply
states, with no trace of ego, that she has been
fortunate to be very talented at a young age. ‘I
have always set the goal to one day become the
You can be your own Games
best player in the world, so receiving that honour
media team by capturing your
precious memories with Toshiba’s
was the first step to getting closer to my ultimate
new stylish and lightweight
goal’.
CAMILEO™ camcorder range.
Making her debut on the Australian team
Released last month, the new
at
aged 17, Casey’s progression has been swift Meagen Nay wants to be remembered for
range includes three High
and achievements many. ‘I guess it was when being a great swimmer, rather than for the family
Definition camcorders: the
sleek pocket-sized S20; the
I was 10 or 11, when I was in Sydney watching tragedy she suffered last year with the sudden
compact touch-screen H30; and
the mens and womens teams competing at the death of her brother. The setback almost saw
the full-featured HD X100. The
Olympics that I actually thought to myself, this Meagen turn her back on swimming, but coach
outstanding feature of the range
was what I wanted to do’.
and mentor Michael Bohl helped change all
is the specific YouTube™ button,
Casey is grateful for the opportunities that of that and after a five-week break, she slowly
allowing you to upload your
movies with one click.
hockey has given her. She says she is fortunate returned to her training sessions building up to
enough to be able to ‘travel the world and see some the trials in March.
spectacular countries. I have met a lot of great
Meagen believes that during competition it’s
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people doing this and have made lifelong friends’. about 90 per cent mental and 10 per cent physical,

capture your
memories like
the pros
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Geoff and Casey’s clothing supplied by Emporio Armani

Catch Geoff and all the Australian team
in action at the Delhi Commonwealth
Games on FOXTEL from October 4.
www.foxtel.com.au/delhi2010

“You don’t step on
the blocks and
sort of hope to
make the final”
– geoff huegill

saying, ‘Last year, personally, was
hard to get over, and my mind was
elsewhere before the trials. I think
that’s the hardest thing to get back
on track; to get the mind focused
again’.
She confesses she was a late
bloomer and didn’t take swimming
seriously until the age of 15 when
she decided she wanted to swim for
Australia. Realising that talent doesn’t
go a long way and hard work is what
clinches the deal, Meagen buckled
down and made the team.
In regards to competing at the
upcoming Games, Meagen has set
herself some personal goals, but
mostly wants to swim fast and have
fun. She’s looking forward to ‘the village life,
meeting new people from different countries,
and enjoying the culture. I am going to try to
mingle with other sports, because all of my
friends are in swimming’.
When asked what the most challenging
aspects of her profession are, Meagen quickly
replies that it’s the sacrifices that you make.
‘Definitely a big challenge is trying to get the
weight and skinfolds down where I race at
my best’. She admits the training is a good
lesson in nutrition and her body is feeling the
benefits of not drinking alcohol since the trials
in March. ‘The sacrifices do pay off because
you get to travel the world, meet people and
see some amazing places. But sometimes I
wish that I was kind of a normal person not
a professional athlete, and I could go out with
my friends on a Friday night’.

Anna Meares Track cyclist extraordinaire,
is not only known for her speed on the track,
but for her astonishing comeback from a
devastating cycling accident at the World
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Cup in January 2008. She fought her way back
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Feel closer to the action
For more details visit www.mytoshiba.com.au
Toshiba is a proud sponsor of the 2010 Australian Commonwealth Games Team
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“there are always
tough times when
you need to lean
on someone for
some support.
It can’t be done
on your own,
that’s for sure”
– anna meares
“I am doing it for
my brother and
my dad, and that
is inspiring in
itself, so that’s
all I need at the
moment”
– meagen nay

win it!
first

Thanks to Toshiba, to celebrate the upcoming
Commonwealth Games, you can win an
awesome Toshiba Portégé R700 Notebook,
valued at $2,169.99. Setting new standards
in size, performance and capabilities, it’s one
of the world’s thinnest, lightest, full function,
13.3” masterpieces that money can buy, making
it the ultimate in portability and usability
without any compromise. To win this amazing
prize, email 50 words or less to editor@
fitnessfirst.com.au explaining why you need a
new notebook, and if your entry is chosen as
the best, you’ll win! Entries must be received
before 2 October 2010. Remember to include
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with miraculous courage and determination and
qualified for the 2008 Beijing Olympics.
Now Anna is heading for her third
Commonwealth Games and she is feeling
positive. Training to make the team has been
plain sailing, stating the cold miserable winter
in Adelaide as her only hurdle. ‘I have got a good
solid chunk of training time under my belt and
it feels great’ she says.
Looking back on post-accident days Anna is
positive and level-headed. ‘I wouldn’t say it has
been a long journey, just part of what needed to
be done if I wanted to get back to top international
fitness and competition which of course I did and
do. I would go so far as to say that I have surpassed
where I was before my accident in 2008. I have won
three world titles crowns and improved on personal
best time performances across the board’ she says.
Anna feels that everything she sacrifices for her
chance to ride is worth it, although she does miss
spending time with her family in Queensland. ‘Living
in Adelaide means very limited time spent with them
and as a result I do miss out on a lot of special things,
but they always keep me in the loop which is great and I
get home when I can even if it is for a weekend’.
Enjoying a long riding career, Anna admits
that she first started riding ‘for fun, then for
the challenge, then the chance to represent at
international level, then the chance to make the
Olympics, not once but twice’.
So how does it feel to win? ‘It’s an amazing
feeling to know that all the hard work has paid
off. To get a result is a really satisfying thing. It
is the feeling on competition days that drives me
through tough training days’.
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medal updates
are just a
click away

With 36 stylish new
notebooks, Toshiba has
showcased its heritage in
producing innovative high
quality notebooks, ensuring
you’ll only ever be a click
away from the medal tally.
The standout new products
are the Libretto W100, the
world’s first dual screen
notebook running Windows 7;
the Portégé R700, Toshiba’s
lightest and thinnest, fullfunction 13” notebook with
power and style to set you
apart from the crowd; and the
AC100 Cloud Companion,
an Android-based mobile
internet device for managing
your information in the cloud.

TONI KRASICKI,
BHMS (ExSc) PG
DipHealthPromotion
Toni has almost 20 years fitness
industry experience both here
and abroad. She is a freelance
writer and can be contacted via
tkrasicki@hotmail.com
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TRAINING TIPS
FROM DEHLI’S

TOP CONTENDERS
We assume that everything comes
easily to elite athletes, but they
are just like us in that they can
struggle with motivation to train
sometimes too. In a bid to inspire
you to continue pursuing your own
health and fitness goals, Cindy King
interviewed a number of our stars to
ask ‘What is the best training tip you
have ever received?’

‘Don’t overtrain,
sometimes less is more.’
– Eloise Wellings, Athletics
‘It was a comment made by my first
coach Ken Tucker and it was repeated
on a number of occasions to all the
young riders. He used to always tell us,
“Attention to detail”. In a sport where
you can win and lose by the distance of
one megapixel, or the time of 0.001
seconds, attention to detail is crucial!’
– Anna Meares, Cycling

Enjoy yourself

and have
‘
no regrets. When pushing yourself to the
limit day after day, sometimes the only
thing that gets you through is knowing
that you’re doing something you love.
If you have a great group of friends doing
it with you, it is made even easier to go
back time and time again.’
– Alice Mills, Swimming

‘Consistency is the key. To be your best

‘Set yourself an objective of achieving something great,
plan the pathway to get there, believe it can be done, and you will
succeed!’ – Ben Turner, Weightlifting

training is an everyday approach, it’s not Monday,
Wednesday, Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
It’s a Monday – Monday approach’
– Geoff Huegill, Swimming

‘Keep challenging your body –
keep changing your exercise regimen
to continually test and gain the
maximum benefit for your body.’

‘Training in pairs or
always gives you that added
drive to turn up to each and every planned session and is twice
as fun. You don’t want to let anyone down, so you’ll try harder
for them as well as yourself’ – Kelsey Cottrell, Lawn Bowls

– Stephanie Rice, Swimming

‘For an inspirational tip I love this
one from Michael Jordan: “I’ve
always believed that if you put in
the work, the results will come.
I don’t do things half-heartedly.
Because I know if I do, then I can
expect half-hearted results.’
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‘Do a sport you enjoy, and
make it a social activity; it
will keep you motivated.’
– Cate Campbell, Swimming.

interval training

‘Do
,
with short rest in between sets. This
seems to get you fit faster! Also,
listen to your body when it needs a
2 2break.
7 / 0–
8 Bronte
/ 1 0 , Barratt,
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Explosive impact, Toshiba style

cindy king
Cindy is passionate about health,
fitness and being organised.
She has represented Australia
in mountain running and can be
contacted through
www.sweatsydney.com.au
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